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Data Sheet

Efficiently and accurately
document the entire
patient encounter.
Comprehensive and intuitive clinical documentation —
with flexible workflows for hospitals.

Challenge.
How do clinicians tackle the
competing demands placed upon
them by the increasing volume
of clinical documentation within
the EPR and the need to focus on
improving quality and outcomes
for patients?
Solution.
Dragon® Medical eScription UK
is a comprehensive, web-based
clinical documentation solution
that simplifies the documentation
process with automated, flexible
workflow options designed
for hospitals. Clinicians can
accurately document entire patient
encounters using a mobile device
or via standard dictation methods,
generating structured data that can
be delivered to the EPR. Dragon®
Medical eScription UK improves
clinician productivity while
enhancing the patient narrative,
allowing them to focus on patient
care.
Dragon® Medical eScription UK
Mobile allows clinicians to create
accurate patient documentation
while on the go. Rather than
navigating a complex and time
consuming EPR during an
exam, clinicians can focus their
attention on the patient instead,
utilising a mobile device to dictate
entire or partial encounters.
Documentation can be reviewed,
edited, electronically signed and
automatically printed or faxed—all
with the touch of a finger.

Dragon® Medical eScription UK
enables discrete data extraction
from the clinical narrative.
Healthcare providers can
continue to dictate—maximising
productivity— while taking full
advantage of an implemented
EPR. Our fully-automated process
can identify discrete information
contained within the note and
upload the data into the EPR
through a secure interface. The
proper fields of the EPR are
automatically populated, so
clinicians can create reports and
search data within a patient’s
record.
A double layer of security protects
your documentation. Our solutions
protect patient information
and uptime to ensure that this
information is readily available to
you. Nuance maintains completely
redundant data centers to ensure
24x7 accessibility. In the unlikely
event that the primary data center
goes offline, the secondary data
center will handle the transactions
and Internet traffic.

Key benefits
––Reduces administrative costs.
––Protects the patient narrative.
––Improves EPR adoption/usage.
––Supports varying hospital
workflows.
––Reduces document turnaround
time.
––Increases clinician productivity.
––Economic and flexible.
Key features
––Dictate, review, edit and
eSign documents from mobile
application.
––Generates structured data that
can be delivered to the EPR.
––Manage the transcription and
document workflow via a webbased portal.
––End-to-end workflow
management.
––Dedicated client care.
––All inclusive solution components.
––Discrete data extraction from the
clinical narrative.
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All-inclusive solution
components.
––Dragon® Medical eScription
UK Mobile gives clinicians the
ability to fully document patient
encounters using only a mobile
device.
––InQuiry enables medical facilities
to manage their day-to-day
documentation workflow—
efficiently and effortlessly.
––InSync automatically uploads
dictations from digital
recorders to the Dragon®
Medical eScription UK servers,
effortlessly and seamlessly.
––InTouch allows healthcare
professionals to dictate over the
phone, increasing their comfort
and productivity.
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Nuance teams are always available
to provide and scale to the level of
support your organisation needs—
quickly adapting to new medical
environments to provide the best
transcription support available. The
result is a combination of unparalleled consistency, quality and
efficiency that can be measured in
faster turnaround times, reduced
costs and increased productivity.
To learn more about how Nuance
can help you improve financial
performance, raise the quality
of care, and increase clinician
satisfaction, please contact us at
0800-031-4388 or visit us at
www.nuance.com/en-gb/
healthcare

––ShadowLink automates secure
interfaces between medical
facilities and the Dragon®
Medical eScription UK servers,
providing communication
efficiency and protection.
––ShadowPrint automatically
prints documents with a variety
of setting parameters, a flexible
feature that saves time.
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